News of Interest for and from the Connecticut Association of Home Inspectors, Inc.

Presidents Corner
The end of winter market has been great. Most members that I have talked to have been
very busy. Hopefully this trend continues through the spring and into the summer.
When things get busy, we can have a tendency, when moving from inspection to inspection,
task to task, to get out of our rhythm, maybe rush things a bit. The busy times lends itself to
the potential small errors and omissions that can make our lives miserable. So, with that said,
slow down, stay in your groove, choose your words properly. Do not rush through a report,
even though for most of us it’s the most dreaded part of the inspection process.
Look at everything hard and closely…especially foundations. I hope that most of you are
aware of the foundation problems that have developed in the northeast part of our state.
I believe that most of us considered the foundation evaluation as a no brainer. It is either
broken or it’s not. That is not the case any longer. The foundation crisis in the northeast is
morphing into a statewide concern. What at first was thought to be concrete from one quarry
with a high concentration of pyrite that created a chemical reaction in the concrete provided
by one contractor has now developed into a problem that can happen to all concrete and
reaches out to 19 towns in Connecticut and counting, with over 100 complaints filed with the
Department of Consumer Protection. The form that homeowners are asked to fill out includes
the name and contact information of the home inspector who inspected the home when they
purchased it. A bill has been written and submitted that requires information to be recorded
every time a foundation is poured. There is a lot going on but nothing to help the home
inspection profession regarding this problem.
I have created a task force of CAHI members to gather information regarding this problem.
We will soon be sponsoring a seminar that will be open to all inspectors in the state to make
them aware of AAR. We will be talking to Kent and other attorneys to see if our agreements
and the standards can help us minimize the liability that can be related to inspecting a foundation that had early signs of AAR that were missed or misidentified or one that later develops
AAR. I can assure you that all information that is shared publicly by CAHI has already been
made public. This past month I caught the tail end of a TV news broadcast that estimated
there will be thousands of foundations affected in this state. So please be diligent when inspecting the foundation. ANY map cracking of any degree is suspect. It is imperative that
you note in detail when areas of foundations are concealed or inaccessible. Something that
seems small and insignificant can be overlooked.
IGNORENCE IS NOT BLISS! The information is getting out there. We need to get out ahead
of it as an organization. We also need to be the leader in our profession. I am being asked
often about the issue. My clients are very happy to know that I am aware of and involved in
the matter. Be careful, be diligent and be smart.
Stan

MONTHLY MEETINGS – Details & Info
CAHI’s regular monthly meetings are held at the Best Western located at
201 Washington Ave (RT 5), North Haven. Meetings are free to members.
Most meetings are on the fourth Wednesday of the month from 7-9pm.
Guests are always welcome! Guests may attend 2 free monthly meetings
to experience our presentations, meet our members, and receive a
CE attendance certificate.
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Email to Home Inspectors
For those of you that do not read email or might have some information stopped by spam
filters, here is the attachment to an email that was intended for all CT Home Inspectors.
It was sent out on 31 March 2016 by the Department of Consumer Protection.
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How to Weatherproof Your Roof
Information Courtesy of USAA
Your roof is often your first line of defense against severe weather.
“Roof strength and the connections between the roof and the house,
as well as the openings in the home, including the windows, can be
the biggest vulnerability points when a storm comes,” says Kellie
Rohner, staff underwriter in USAA’s Property and Casualty Loss
Prevention and Safety Division.
By having your roof inspected periodically, you can prevent
possible water damage to the structure of your home and personal
belongings. When replacing your roof, a professional should remove
the old roof cover and underlying building paper or underlayment. If
parts are rotted, warped or structurally unsound, have them replaced
with similar materials.

Highlights
• Get your roof inspected regularly
• Install a sealed roof deck
• Choose weather-resistant materials
• Examine roof support systems
• Check roof vents and eaves

The Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS) suggests that you ask a professional to follow these
affordable steps to help improve strength and resiliency when replacing your roof:
Install a sealed roof deck. This is one of the best ways to help keep water out of your home if the roof cover is
blown off or damaged. According to IBHS, tests have demonstrated that sealing the roof deck results in one-third
of the amount of water damage from wind-driven rain compared to a home without a sealed roof deck. IBHS
identifies six materials to properly seal your roof deck.
Strengthen your frame. Strengthen and anchor parts of your roof frame that extend out to support the overhang
of your roof deck. Reinforce your roof-wall connections to better withstand high wind. Also, adding ring-shank
nails can increase the strength of your roof.
Examine eaves. To prevent water leakage, have flashing installed and make sure your roof has a proper drip
edge. The lower edge of a roof should extend past the fascia board by about ½ inch. Also, have your soffits — the
underside of overhanging eaves — retrofitted to help improve their wind resistance.
Choose weather-resistant materials. High-wind and impact-resistant roof coverings are made to better resist the
elements when installed to manufacturer specifications. Ensure they are high-wind-rated and correctly installed.
Once your roof is secure, look at all the openings in your house, including windows, the garage door and patio
sliders. Secure any loose connections and seal any gaps that could let in water. If you are thinking about buying
new windows, make sure they’re impact-rated to keep potential damage to a minimum. Also consider adding
removable storm shutters.
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How Do You Like These Numbers
Al Dingfelder
Recently, I have been doing some research on home inspector training. My focus has been more on
Connecticut and our requirement for successful completion of an internship. But along the way I have
gathered information from recent interns and those that did their entry level training with AHIT report
positive experiences and seem to be well prepared to start the internship. I visited the AHIT web site and
they had a lot of good information and were well organized. As a result of my visit, they started sending
more information via email and I thought the following should be interesting for all of us.
How do you like the numbers?

40,000+ Trained
Since 1993

Al,
Now that you have reached out to AHIT to express interest about becoming a home inspector, we
thought you would like to see some interesting numbers about AHIT and the home inspection industry.
Look over our infographic below and we’ll let the numbers do the talking for us
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At American Home Inspectors Training, our mission is to provide you with
industry leading home inspection training and support, helping you to realize
your full potential in the home inspection industry.
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CARPENTER BEE CONTROL
Treatments and Prevention

Spring has sprung! Ornamental trees are blooming, flowers are growing and insects are awakening. This is an exciting
time of year. Mother nature gets to show us that she is omnipotent – nothing can stop her. And one of her creatures which
is active now is the carpenter bee. Carpenter bees are prevalent throughout the United States. Although there are different
species, the most common is big and resembles a bumble bee. You may find it foraging around flowers, shrubs and under
the eaves of buildings. This bee is unique from most because it will bore into wood to make its home. They are a nuisance
and can cause damage to any wood on your property. They also bother homeowners by “attacking” them though they
rarely sting. To keep your building free of carpenter bees, you must know their biology and habits.

CARPENTER BEE NESTS

Carpenter bees bore holes into wood overhangs, fence posts, and trees. They will crawl between cracks of siding and
roofing. When they bore in wood, the hole they drill is about 1/2″ wide. This hole will go straight an inch or two and then
turn 90 degrees. The following video shows close up a freshly drilled hole with a female carpenter bee just inside.

This new portion of the nest becomes an egg chamber. Eggs are laid at the end of these
chambers and many times in “sub” chambers which stem off the main chamber. Food is
placed alongside the egg and then capped and sealed tight. It is common for
an egg chamber to be two or more feet long with 10 or more sub chambers. Here is
what a typical carpenter bee hole will look like when seen on a 2×4 piece of pine.

Carpenter Bee Hole

If you could “peer” inside a hole, the typical chamber would look like this.

Carpenter Bee Nest Chamber

CARPENTER BEE FEMALES CAN STING

Typically the female carpenter bee will stand guard at the nest entry hole. She will defend the nest aggressively and she is
armed with a stinger. Once the drilling has been completed, she will spend her days foraging for food. You may find her
working Azaleas, Bradford Pears, Daffodils, Pansies and any plant which will provide pollen in early spring.

CARPENTER BEE MALES CANNOT STING

Male bees will be hanging around these same plants hoping to find a receptive female who is still interested in finding a
mate. The male bees are naturally curious and will buzz around anything moving including people, pets just about anything they see moving. This buzzing scares people into thinking they are being “attacked”. In fact, the male bee does not
have a stinger! He has a distinctive yellow face, which may be seen while he is in flight.
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CARPENTER BEES LOOK LIKE BUMBLE BEES

Female bees have no interest other than collecting food. As stated above, they have a stinger but their face is black which
is in contrast to the male bees. Carpenter bees are commonly mistaken for bumble bees. There are two main differences.
1) Carpenter bees are generally larger.
2) Carpenter bees have an abdomen which is shiny, metallic and black in color. Their abdomen has no body hair.
Bumblebees have yellow and black body hair on all body parts. The following video shows a female carpenter
bee closeup as she is chewing an entrance hole to a newly formed nest. Note her shiny metallic abdomen.
https://youtu.be/ccfEUHjeoZk

CARPENTER BEES ATTACK

In addition to “attacking” residents, carpenter bees are a problem because they tend to return to the same wood or location
where they were born. Old nests are used year after year. If the original nest is occupied, other female bees will drill
new nests. A single nest one year will become two or three the next. Problems rapidly escalate and soon you may have
hundreds of holes.

CARPENTER BEE LARVAE ATTRACT PREDATORS

When you have numerous carpenter bee nests, you will have numerous larva. The larva of carpenter bees is large and
noisy. They make enough noise to attract woodpeckers. Buildings which have woodpeckers damaging exposed wood
probably has some type of larval activity which is attracting the birds. This insect is most likely carpenter bee larva.

CARPENTER BEE TREATMENTS

To get rid of carpenter bees, you must think long term. The nuisance male bees are easy to kill with PT-515 WASP
FREEZE. Try to get as close to them as possible and then spray directly at them making sure to keep the spray on them as
long as it takes to kill them. This is usually 3-5 seconds. If you have a lot of females which are boring or hanging around
looking for a place to bore, they can be a little tougher to kill. Use the BEE AND HORNET KILLER which seems to
work a little faster with less waste.

HOW TO TREAT CARPENTER BEE NESTS

Unfortunately, killing the male bee will do nothing to stop the cycle. You must treat the nest with some material which
will last a long period of time so it will effectively stop the larva. If you spray liquid residuals in their hole, you may
kill the female. The eggs are protected, however, and six to twelve months later the larva will emerge. Since liquids are
absorbed by porous wood, the treatment will be gone when the larva finally hatches. This means the larva have a strong
chance of survival.

CARPENTER BEE DUST

tTo insure complete control, use a dust called DRIONE. It has a desiccant (dehydrating) action and when the larva emerge
they will be killed quickly. It is recommended that entry holes are treated with Drione and then sealed using a special 1/2″
CORK. This will protect the dust from breaking down and enable it to last long enough to kill any emerging larva in the
future.
DO NOT SEAL CARPENTER BEE HOLES WITH ANYTHING OTHER THAN A CORK
Plugging the holes with a cork instead of using wood filler means the tunnels will be accessible for emerging bees when
they hatch from their protective egg chambers. When they do finally emerge (which will be either later this year or early
next year), the bees will crawl over the Drione and meet their demise. Too many times we get calls from customers who
have used silicone sealant to “fill” the holes instead of just capping it with a cork.
The problem with filling the tunnels with a sealant is that emerging young will not be able to move over the Drione. In
fact they’ll be forced to drill new exit holes which will be chemical free. Many times these nests will lead into the home
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or some other location that’s hard to see or treat. To avoid this complication, do not seal the holes. Instead, cap them with
corks and allow the tunnels to stay open and useable by bees that are not yet fully developed or active.
Lastly, the other benefit of using corks is that they will enable you to tell which holes have been treated and which (if any)
are new.

USE A HAND DUSTER TO APPLY THE DUST

Since the holes can penetrate several feet, you will need to use an applicator like a HAND DUSTER. This tool will help
you to apply the dust with enough force to reach deep in the nest where the eggs and larva will be living. Here is a video
showing just how to treat their nests using a hand duster.

HOW TO TREAT CARPENTER BEE NESTS UP HIGH

If you have a lot of holes to treat, you should consider the DUST-R. This device holds almost a whole pound of Drione
and because of it’s unique pump handle design, requires very little effort to treat a hole. For large jobs, it’s a real help.
Nests can be treated in a couple of seconds. If the holes are just out of reach, use the LONG REACH DUST-R which is
essentially the same device except it has a series of extensions that lengthen the unit to over 7 feet long. This means the
average person standing on the ground can treat nests over 12 feet high without the use of a ladder!

REALLY HIGH CARPENTER BEE NESTS

For really high nests, the DUSTICK or the DUSTICK DELUXE KIT might be the tool for the job. This duster is over 20
feet long and can be used to access nests which are over 25 feet up with little effort! It’s also a great tool for infestations
where carpenter bees are foraging under facia boards or siding which take forever to treat using a ladder. This video shows
the Dustick being used.

HOW TO REPEL CARPENTER BEES

To get rid of carpenter bees that are foraging to start new nests, you must first finish all exposed wood with a protective
paint. A hard finish may deter carpenter bees. However, the author has had his own home attacked and the bees didn’t
seem to notice the freshly painted surfaces. The Latex paint which was just applied didn’t seem to slow them down at
all. Furthermore, the author has seen them bore through varnish, stain and just about any type of finish. Since cellulose is
where they want to call home, wood used on any structure may become a target. If the structure is a log cabin or one with
natural wood siding with shakes that are exposed, expect to be attracting carpenter bees every season. All wood gives off a
decay odor which attracts these bees and once the structure is found the bees will start their nest making.

CARPENTER BEE LIQUID REPELLENT SPRAY

To stop them from boring new nests, spray CYPERMETHRIN. This product is active against many pests including carpenter bees. Mix it at the rate of 1 ounce per gallon and spray it on any wood surface where carpenter bees may want to
bore into wood trying to create a nest. One gallon can treat 500-1000 sq/ft. This application rate works well when treating
cedar homes and log cabins. These structures are particularly subject to carpenter bees. If you want to keep them natural it
means you will have to do more spraying to keep away carpenter bees and other wood destroying pests.

WHEN TO SPRAY FOR CARPENTER BEES

Apply the Cypermethrin once every 2-4 weeks in the spring when carpenter bees are most active. Once a month applications throughout the summer will probably provide protection but you may need to increase the applications to every 2-4
weeks in the fall as well to get a complete season of carpenter bee control. Although rain and humidity will break down
the chemical, it is active enough so that even trace amounts will chase these bees away and force them to find and build
nests elsewhere. Most any SPRAYER will do the job and we’ve got a few that can reach up 20 feet or more making the
treatment more effective. This video shows that a “pinstream” spray is best suited for reaching those overhangs and other
high places where carpenter bees will many times want to nest.
Now that you have the chemical and sprayer, be sure to get good coverage when treating by spraying high and wide.
Remember that spot applications are not suggested. In other words, if you have activity in one section of an overhang,
be sure to treat all of it since the carpenter bees will probably just move to the untreated section. Since they can sense the
Connecticut Association of Home Inspectors, Inc (CAHI) - www.ctinspectors.com
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Cypermethrin, they tend to avoid where it was sprayed and move to areas which are not protected. Generally, after they
find it at several places on your home, they will leave altogether. Remember also that old holes release odors and smells
that tend to attract new carpenter bees looking for a good nest sight so be sure to treat as many as possible with Drione and
seal them up. This will insure they don’t become a “recycled” nest. If they are too high to access, be sure to spray them
with the Cypermethrin which should offer some protection. This will make the carpenter bees avoid the area and help to
mask the hole’s odor so it won’t be able to attract as many.

CARPENTER BEE PAINT AND STAIN ADDITIVE

For longer lasting bee repellency, be sure to add some NBS REPELLENT to your paint/stain the next time you finish your
home. Just adding it the paint you plan on using to repair and seal the nests you treat can help as well. NBS is an organic
insect repellent. Formulated to be used by adding it to any paint or stain, you don’t have to do anything odd or unusual to
apply it. And treatments will last 1-2 years adding long term repellency to the exterior coating.

ALL NATURAL BEE REPELLENT

Made from plant oils, this 100% natural product isn’t a pesticide and it won’t kill any insect so you still need to dust with
Drione to control existing populations. But bees don’t like the NBS (neither do wasps and other invasive insects) and
they’ll avoid siding, fencing, railing, decks, logs, overhangs, soffits and pretty much any place NBS is applied.

ORGANIC REPELLENT SPRAY

NBS Repellent can also be mixed with nothing but water and applied with a pump sprayer to your siding, outside furniture, trees, shrubs and any area in the yard where you’ve got some unwanted insect activity. When used in water, the residual will be a lot less compared to when it’s mixed with paint or stain so you’ll need to apply throughout the season every
1-2 months. And remember, it’s a not a pesticide so don’t expect to see anything die. For that, use the Cypermethrin.

CARPENTER BEE KITS

We have put together several carpenter bee “kits” that essentially combine several of the products listed above into one
“sku”. These will help by combining the needed dust, equipment and spray to treat anything from a small problem right on
up to the major infestation. There are basically 4 kit types with Kit 1 good for 5-10 nests, Kit 2 good for up to 25 nests and
Kit 3 good for 50-100 nests. See which kit is best for you by reviewing the included components on our kit page here:
http://www.bugspraycart.com/insecticide/kits/carpenter-bee-kits.html
Come spring, insects will rebound from a long and cold winter. The carpenter bee is just one of these insects. Treat their
nests directly with Drione to insure long term control. Use Cypermethrin on decks, overhangs and fence posts to stop
further nests from being drilled. Carpenter bee awareness and control will help eliminate these “attacking” bees from
harassing you, your family and your home.
CONTACT US
Give us a call if you need further help. Our toll free is 1-800-877-7290 and we’re open Monday through Thursday, 8:00
AM to 7:00 PM. On Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM and on Saturday, 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM (Eastern Standard Time).
Email questions here: http://www.bugspray.com/about-us/contact-us
Order online and get a 5% discount! We ship fast with 99.9% of all orders shipping within 1 business day!!
Learn more about BUGSPRAY.COM and why it’s never been easier or safer to do your own pest control.

The link below will lead you to some more informative and interesting Carpenter Bee Videos
			http://www.carpenterbees.com/carpenter-bee-video.html
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How to Kill Carpenter Ants
Carpenter ants are exceptionally common, exceptionally destructive pests. Left unchecked, a carpenter ant
infestation can spread rapidly. Because of this, identifying and exterminating carpenter ants as early as possible
can help prevent serious structural damage, which can be quite costly to repair. See Step 1 below to start stamping out a carpenter ant infestation before it grows out of control.

Part 1 - Spotting an Infestation

1

Learn how to identify carpenter ants.
Carpenter ants are a group of ants belonging to the genus Camponotus, of which there are over 1,000 species.[1] Carpenter ants live on
every continent except for Antarctica and, as individual species, have a
wide variety of differentiating features. However, certain traits common
to the entire genus are useful to know when attempting to decide
whether the ants in your home are carpenter ants or another variety.
Some common traits to look for are:[2]
• Color: Usually red, black, or an intermediate shade
• Shape: Segmented with oval abdomen and boxy, thin thorax. The tops of carpenter ant thoraxes
typically have a smooth, even curve, rather than an uneven or bumpy one.
• Size: Approximately 3/8”-1/2”, depending on caste
• Antennae: Yes
• Wings: Typical worker ants do not have wings. However, relatively rare male drones may
possess them.

2

Learn where carpenter ants live.
Carpenter ants can (and will) establish a nest inside or outside of
any type of structure, but wooden homes are especially at risk because
carpenter ants like to bore tiny tunnels into wood. Unlike termites, carpenter ants don’t eat wood - they only tunnel into the structure to create
a nest.[3] Because moist wood is easier than dry wood for carpenter ants
to tunnel through, the interior locations of carpenter ants will often be
near a moisture source, like a leaky sink or bath.
• Sometimes, carpenter ants build a network of one or more satellite or parent colonies outside a structure and travel between these colonies and their foothold indoors, entering the structure through small
cracks or openings. In these cases, outdoor colonies will often be located in tree stumps, landscape
timbers, wood piles or other sources of damp wood. You can often locate carpenter ant trails between
colonies in the early morning or early evening when the carpenter ants are foraging. There tracks are
like a thin line.
• When carpenter ants tunnel, they can leave “frass”, a substance resembling tiny wood shavings or
sawdust, behind. Frass often contains dead insects. This can provide clues to their nesting location. If
you come across small piles of frass in or around your house, carefully inspect the wood nearby for
tunnels - probing the suspected wood with a thin screwdriver can reveal hollow spots.
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3

Know where to look for carpenter ant activity.
Though they usually nest in wood, if a carpenter ant colony is
within the wall of your home, you may have a hard time finding it. If
you suspect you have carpenter ants, it’s a good idea to look for them
in easily-accessible places where you are likely to find them. Certain
common household sites are more supportive of carpenter ant activities
than others - especially if these sites are damp and/or have access to
food. Look for ants in the following areas:
• Carpets – Check around doors, fireplaces, and other areas with
easy access to the outside.
• Patios and foundations
• Areas with vegetation - Ants like to nest and forage in trails out of sight behind any vegetation, tree
stumps, branches which rests against foundations, patios, etc. Pull back the vegetation to look for ants.
When you find foraging ants, attempt to follow them back to their colony.
• Mulch and leaf litter can harbor numerous types of ants in addition to carpenter ants, such as pavement
ants, fire ants, and Argentine ants. Rake mulch back from the ground to check for colonies.
• Floors – Potted plants, compost bends, or any other suitable item that has ground contact can contain
carpenter ants.

Part 2 - Exterminating Carpenter Ants

1

Use caution when dealing with carpenter ants.
Though it’s unlikely to happen, this warning bears mentioning:
don’t handle carpenter ants or their nests directly. Carpenter ants are not
particularly aggressive and will not usually bite humans. However, when
irritated or threatened, they can and will inflict a painful bite. Carpenter
ants are also known to spray formic acid into bite wounds, increasing the
pain. Though it’s not the end of the world to be bitten by carpenter ants,
you can avoid unnecessary pain by avoiding touching the ants or their
nests unless it’s absolutely necessary, in which case you should use long
sleeves and gloves.

2

Locate the colony or colonies.
The first step to exterminating a carpenter ant colony is to find it.
To pinpoint the location of colonies in your home, look for ants, small
holes, and piles of frass in the locations discussed in Part One, paying
special attention to any areas that appear to contain moist wood. You can
also test wood for infestations near the surface by firmly tapping. Wood
with extensive burrowing can sound thinner or hollower than unaffected
wood. Tapping can also agitate ants, causing them to leave the nest,
where you may be able to see them more easily.
• Don’t forget that mature nests often have smaller satellite nests
nearby, which also must be located to ensure the entire ant
infestation is exterminated.
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3

Destroy or remove the colony.
In the case of smaller colonies, or ones that are fairly easy to access,
it’s sometimes possible to simply get rid of the colony itself. If the colony is
outdoors, simply dispose of the affected wood carefully, using impenetrable
materials like tarps to protect yourself from the ants as you handle the wood.
If the colony has been located indoors, some pest control websites recommend using a vacuum cleaner’s hose attachment to disrupt the colony and
suck the ants out.[4]
• If using the vacuum cleaner method, be sure to carefully seal and
dispose of the dust bag to keep any ants that survive from escaping.
• If you find a colony that has extensively burrowed through the
wood in your wall, don’t cut the wood out - you risk compromising
the structural integrity of your house. Instead, call a professional.

4

Use baits for ant colonies that cannot be treated directly.
You may not always be able to find carpenter ant colonies. However,
if you can find significant numbers of the ants themselves, placing insecticides in their trails can control and eliminate the colony. A variety of baits,
traps, and other ant-killing products are available for sale to the general
public - visit your local hardware store to check which options are available to you.
• Be very careful when using poison ant bait in houses with small
children. Make sure that the child knows not to eat the poison, or,
if s/he is too young to understand, keep the child under
close supervision.

5

Contact a professional.
If you can’t quickly locate and eliminate the colony and you haven’t
had success with insecticides, it’s usually best to contact a professional
exterminator. Professionals have access to insecticides and other tools that
aren’t available to the general public, but, more importantly, their training
and experience allows them to locate and assess carpenter ant infestations
much more intelligently than the average person.
• Keep in mind that certain methods that exterminators use to kill
ants may require your family to temporarily vacate your house
for a day or two.
• Don’t delay in contacting a professional - the longer you wait to
deal with a carpenter ant infestation, the larger the colony can grow
and the more extensive the damage to your wood structure may be.
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Part 3 - Preventing Infestations

1

Eliminate sources of moisture.
Moisture is a big factor in carpenter ant infestations. Often, a patch
of wood will become susceptible to infestation after it’s been exposed to
moisture. By fixing or sealing any leaks that allow water into your house,
you can make it much more difficult for carpenter ants to nest. Below
are a few suggestions for eliminating the moisture that can contribute to
carpenter ant infestations:[5]
• Check around windows for signs of an improper seal
• Check your roof and weather-facing walls for leaks
• Keep basements, attics, and crawl spaces well-ventilated
• Look for and fix leaky pipes
• Clean clogged gutters to eliminate runoff water

2

Seal up entry points, cracks and crevices.
If carpenter ants can no longer get in and out your house, any indoor
satellite colonies that are being fed by larger outside colonies will become
isolated and may die off. Inspect the outside of your home for cracks,
holes, and other small spaces that allow the passage of ants - pay special
attention to the areas of exterior walls that are closest to the ground or
foundation. Seal any holes you find with caulk or a strong putty.
• Also check around the points where water and electrical lines
enter your home, as these points are extra vulnerable to ant
infestation.[6]

3

Eliminate wood materials near your home.
Eliminate wood materials near your home. Because carpenter ants
like to make their nests in wood both inside and outside of buildings,
finding and eliminating infested wood outside your wood can keep ants
from making their way into your house. Carefully inspect any sources
of wood near your home - if infested, move or carefully dispose of these
wood sources. Places to look include:[7]
• Stumps
• Firewood piles
• Old trees, especially if their branches touch your house.
• Piles of yard waste

4

Consider installing an artificial barrier.
If carpenter ants are a recurring problem, you may want to think
about installing a small strip of gravel or stones around your home. This
“barrier” zone is fairly inhospitable to carpenter ants and may discourage
them from crawling into your house through holes near the foundation.
Consult with a contractor to discuss the practicality and affordability of
such a project at your house, or, if you’re particularly handy, tackle this
home improvement project yourself.
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TIPS

• Carpenter ants are very active at night. Get a flashlight and go outside. Look for carpenter ants trailing
from trees, lumber, and other possible nesting sites. You can also follow trails of carpenter ants from
the structure back to their nest.
• Use outdoor baits such as the KM Ant Pro liquid ant feeder and gourmet liquid ant bait whenever
possible. Carpenter ants feed on aphids so giving them something that mimics the sweet honey of
aphids will drive them crazy and provide long term control.

WARNINGS

• Do not use insecticidal sprays or dusts of any kind when using baits. Combining any kind of spray
will only kill the ants when you are trying to get them to feed. Sprays and dusts will also contaminate
the bait.

Sources and Citations
1. ↑ http://www.antweb.org/description.do?name=camponotus&rank=genus&project=allantwebants
2. ↑ http://www.extension.umn.edu/garden/insects/find/carpenter-ants/
3. ↑ http://www.orkin.com/ants/carpenter-ant/carpenter-ant-infestation/
4. ↑ http://www.modernpest.com/blog/resolving-a-carpenter-ant-infestation/
5. ↑ http://www.modernpest.com/blog/resolving-a-carpenter-ant-infestation/
6. ↑ http://www.modernpest.com/blog/resolving-a-carpenter-ant-infestation/
7. ↑ http://www.modernpest.com/blog/resolving-a-carpenter-ant-infestation/
• How to kill and get rid of carpenter and wood ants
• Carpenter Ants - Shared with permission.
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More AAR Photos
Al Dingfelder
In March I had an inspection in Columbia. Most of the visible foundation looked good and
water penetration was minimal. However, when I popped the bulkhead door I noticed the
map pattern cracking on both sides above the steps. I explained what I saw to my client and
recommended further evaluation by a foundation or concrete specialist was needed prior to
further movement of the home buying process.
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DECK INSPECTIONS
A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH
by Anne W. West
Reprinted with permission from Professional Deck Builders Magazine.

The headlines scream “preventable.” These headlines often
begin, “Deck [Porch, Balcony] Collapses”, and end with words
like, “Killed...Injured...Hurt...Dead.” And, due to increased
load, these events often occur when maximum numbers of
people are exposed to harm: wedding receptions, parties,
family barbecues, even wakes.
These tragic stories all demonstrate the importance of building
inspections of new and existing decks and why this step can
literally save lives. Take, for example, a deck collapse that
injured six people in Elyria, Ohio, in June 2004. The building
inspector’s report, filed just hours before the collapse, read,
“The balcony’s beams were badly rotted and work done earlier
in the day to shore up the rotted beams did nothing to resolve
the structural problem.”
It’s estimated that 2.5 million new or replacement decks were built last year. Almost every new home being
built today includes an elevated deck or porch. And, existing decks on older homes are being replaced at a
very high rate. In fact, the number of personal injuries and deaths related to decks each year is likely to
continue to rise because more decks are being constructed each year and existing decks are deteriorating.
The International Code Council (ICC) suggests looking for the following when inspecting decks, balconies,
or porches: split or rotting wood; loose or missing nails, screws, or anchors where the structure is attached to
the building; missing, damaged, or loose support beams and planking; and, wobbly handrails or guardrails.
CONNECTIONS ARE CRITICAL ELEMENT
The International Residential Code (IRC) requires residential decks and porches to withstand a minimum
of 40 pounds per square foot plus the weight of the porch. Balconies, which are only supported where they
connect to the building without additional posts, should withstand 60 pounds per square foot. Experts agree
that the main sources of injuries are failures of the connection between the deck ledger and house band joist
and railing related accidents. “We are particularly concerned with the method used to attach the deck to the
house,” said Roger Robertson, Chief of Inspections for Chesterfield County, Virginia, where about 4,000 decks
were inspected last year.
Mark Schwarzwalter, Senior Building Inspector, City of Sammamish, Washington, often sees ledger problems
during his inspections. “The ledger attachment has not been done according to the plans, the handrail heights
are not per code, or the builder hasn’t requested the required inspections,” he said, citing the most frequent
issues seen in the 175 decks that are inspected annually in Sammamish.
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Nail connections can be a problem because, unlike bolts, nails can pull out. The U. S. Forest Products
Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin, studied five years of newspaper articles on deck collapses from around the
country while researching a deck-building manual. The research showed that “nearly every collapsed deck had
been attached with nails, rather than bolts, and investigators had pinpointed nails as the cause of the collapse.”
Dozens were injured when the 12-year-old deck of an Atlanta mansion collapsed during a Salvation Army
party in 1995. One couple attending the party sued, claiming the host allowed too many people to gather on
the wooden deck and that he should have warned them that the deck was unsafe. After the collapse, a building
inspector found that the collapsed section had been attached with 12d nails - 3 1/4 inches long. The tips of
the nails had penetrated the 3/4 - inch siding but not the cellulose beyond it. Unknown to the homeowner, the
builder had not used flashing and the wood behind the beam was rotten.
A screwed-in connection works differently than a nail by gaining increased strength from the wedging action
of wood fibers along the entire length of the shaft. For every inch of penetration, lag bolts have as much as nine
times the pullout resistance of a nail. A thru bolt gives even better resistance with its metal-to-metal connection.
The thru bolt is inserted in a drilled hole and fitted with a nut on the other side. A washer on both sides spreads
the pulling force over a larger portion of the beam.
The screwed-in connections offer another benefit over nails. They resist the expansion and contraction of the
wood. They may, however, loosen over time. Early signs of such loosening include a widening gap between
the house and the deck. With nails, the deck may fall without any warning signs. Yet, bolts aren’t without
their own challenges. In fact, lag bolts had been used on an elevated porch on a Chicago apartment building.
When that porch collapsed on June 29, 2003, 13 people were killed and more than 40 were injured. Inspections
showed the lag bolts were actually bent. “If you don’t get it exactly right, they (lag bolts) are worthless,” said
David J. Kupets, a partner with Kupets & DeCaro, the Chicago law firm representing several victims of the
collapse. “There’s a lot of detail about attachments, but building codes and construction documents still don’t
give an appropriate use of ledger board with masonry structures.” He likens the lag bolt failure to an improperly
installed expansion hanger for a large piece of art. The hole in the wall gets bigger and the hanger cannot
expand enough to establish a rigid position.
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FLASHING CAN FAIL
Flashing is another important consideration in deck building. “We suggest that builders consider building
freestanding decks because this eliminates the potential for water to get into the flashing if it is not installed
correctly,” Robertson pointed out. When water does leak under the flashing, the wood begins to rot and the
deck’s foundation is weakened. The homeowner isn’t aware of the problem until it’s too late and both the deck
and the house are impacted by rotten wood.
Many inspectors strongly discourage placing a deck directly under the sill of an exterior door. “We suggest
about a four-inch distance between the threshold and the top of the deck to keep water from getting under
the threshold and eventually rotting out the sub flooring,” Robertson said. Because holes made in the side of
the house, even when filled with a bolt, may allow water to seep in, builders should fill holes drilled for bolts
with a durable caulk such as silicone. It’s also important to pay close attention to products that are used in
flashing. “We look for rubber or copper in flashing, and we are working to educate the public on the danger
of mixing aluminum flashing with the new treated wood products,” said Tom Elliott, building official, City of
Charlottesville, Virginia. He says his team, which inspects about 450 decks a year, spends as much as 60 percent
of their time educating others on the details of building codes.
Recent changes in the chemicals used in the manufacture of treated wood have had an impact on materials
used in flashing. According to the lumber and fastener industry, the newer chemicals being used to treat wood,
alkaline copper quaternary (ACQ) and copper azole, are considerably more corrosive than wood previously
treated with chromated copper arsenate (CCA). This means special attention must be paid to fasteners, hangers,
and other materials that may come in contact with the wood because aluminum flashing actually deteriorates
and dissolves when it comes in contact with treated wood.
RAILINGS ALSO REQUIRE ATTENTION
Because railings are the most visible element of a deck, they
offer the builder an opportunity for creativity. They can be
made of many materials, formed to different shapes and
connected in many ways. However, builders must remember
that the railing design must adhere to local building codes
that are designed to ensure safety. Typically, if a deck is
more than a certain distance from the ground, as little as
18 inches in some areas, railings are required for safety
purposes. Codes specify a certain maximum opening
between balusters, spindles, or pickets so that a 4-inch
diameter ball won’t pass through the railing.
The height of the railing is also regulated, with a height of 36
inches standard for residential properties and 42 or 48 inches
most common for commercial and fencing applications.
Builders must understand loading and how to properly attach
railings. “We’re particularly leery of installing the vertical guard rail members so that they aren’t attached to
the deck framing and the top and bottom rails and the verticals are not attached to the deck surface,” Robertson
noted, pointing out that this method doesn’t typically withstand the IRC’s 200 pound code requirement for rails
to resist a load. “We’re also seeing some deck builders who are notching the deck posts that extend from the
footing and form part of the guard rail to accommodate another member. They don’t realize that they are in
effect creating the weakest point in that post because of the notch. We advise builders that we will not accept
any type of support post with a notch in it.”
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Charlottesville Building Inspector, Darin Clements knows first-hand the problems caused by weak support
posts. In December 2003, he was called to an emergency where an older deck guardrail had failed and a woman
had fallen 14 feet to her death. “The attachments failed where the guardrail support posts were attached to the
deck and where the guardrail was attached to support posts,” he said. After the tragedy, Clements suggested
that the inspection staff carry photos of that deck failure to help explain the importance of proper railing
attachments.
INSPECTIONS NOW AVOID PROBLEMS LATER
“Experienced builders know how much wood moves and what the weather does to wood, even treated wood,”
Elliott pointed out. “Wooden structures built without the benefit of a roof will not last forever, even though
the wood is treated to resist the effects of the weather.” But, older wood is not always the problem. The
Chicago deck was just five years old. “The inspection is important even before the deck is being built because
the structural engineer needs to determine what type of materials are necessary to build that specific porch,”
said Kupets. Kupets contends that the Chicago deck was in violation of both the Chicago building code and
customary practices in the construction industry. He cites a ledger board that was attached with improper screws
and lag bolts and wasn’t attached in enough places, the wrong size lumber, the wrong fasteners, and the wrong
construction method for a porch of this size as key factors related to the collapse. As a result of this deck failure,
the city of Chicago has issued a series of porch construction documents that are available online at www.
cityofchicago.org.
Charlottesville Building Inspector and Plan Reviewer, Denise Burgess agrees with the need to fully understand
the scope of the building project as well as the intended use of the deck. She works with homeowners and
builders to better understand how the deck is going to be built even after she has seen their drawings. “We are
now seeing more guardrails and supporting posts installed to code and per our instructions,” she added. The
ICC recommends that homeowners, condominium owners, and apartment dwellers visually inspect porches,
balconies, elevated freestanding decks, and similar structures at least twice a year.
“From a structural design and building code standpoint, an elevated deck is the most challenging element of a
house, because the vertical and lateral load support system and railing system are not addressed by prescriptive
details in the model building codes. “Load requirements are given in the IRC, but construction details needed to
satisfy the design loads are not presently in the code,” said Frank Woeste, P.E., Professor Emeritus at Virginia
Tech. Woeste’s summation shows how critical construction plans, permits, and inspections can be to a deck’s
structural integrity. Both new and replacement decks require a building permit before construction begins.
Although specifics vary by locality, required inspections are typically for footings (before pouring concrete),
framing and final completion. Other code inspections, such as an electrical inspection, may be required based on
the deck design. Robertson’s team works to make inspections convenient for builders. “Permit holders can call
us for both inspections (footings and framing/final) at the same time if they leave the footings open so we can
see what was used for footing and we can check footing and framing at the same time,” said Robertson. “We
can combine framing and final inspections because everything is visible at that time, unlike a house where walls
would cover up framing.” So complicated is the inspection of residential decks, balconies, and porches that
researchers at Virginia Tech produced the Manual for the Inspection of Residential Wood Decks and Balconies
in 2003. The manual was published by the Forest Products Society in cooperation with the ICC. Researchers
for the project investigated eight decks and balconies in Virginia and found that not one met all code provisions
based on the 2000 IRC, which was adopted by the State of Virginia in 2003 as the model code for residential
construction. The latest versions (2000 or 2003) of the IRC, deemed the industry standard, have been adopted
by many localities.
Many communities make amendments to the model IRC to accommodate specific issues in their geographic
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area. For example, Virginia amended the section dealing with stair geometry. Code development and
amendments occur at the local and state level. Deck builders have several opportunities to participate through
public hearings and other public input vehicles.
Robertson encourages builders to participate in the process. “With respect to the permitting and inspection
process, the building inspector is not the builder’s adversary. He is your partner because we are both trying
to achieve the same thing,” he said. Many communities are putting codes and details of the permitting and
inspection processes online to make it easier for the builder. For example, the City of Sammamish posts local
amendments to the IRC on its Web site at www. ci.sammamish.wa.us. “Information can also be found at a Web
site shared by nine cities in our area,” said Jan Vogee, building official, City of Sammamish. “The Eastside
Building Officials Partnership provides tip sheets, inspection checklists, and some online permits at www.
mybuildingpermit.com.”
KEEPING UP WITH CHANGES
Building inspectors, like deck builders and homeowners, are challenged to keep up with the deck industry.
There are changes to the IRC every three years. State and local amendments are added to those changes. New
building materials and deck-related products are appearing on the market in record fashion. Reading industry
magazines, consulting with other inspectors on a regular basis, and monitoring state building and code official
association Web sites and message boards are all good ways to stay abreast of new products and inspection
challenges. And, in some cases, the builder is required to educate the inspector. “We see new deck materials and
construction methods during on-site inspections and look at manufacturer specifications,” said Ronn Seaward,
building inspector, City of Sammamish. “We read the industry publications and when we see a new product
in the field, we require the builder to provide product information,” said Roberston. “For instance, if it’s a
composite material we need to make sure it is going to span the distances, or if it’s a deck ledger bracket we
need to be sure it will support the load it is supposed to. With the new composite materials, we need to make
sure that whoever is putting it up is attaching and supporting it the way it’s supposed to be because you can’t
support plastic the same way you would wood.”
The results of good construction, building inspection, and plan review are often unseen, according to Elliott.
“The absence of TV news reports of building code-related accidents and no calls from attorneys concerning
those accidents are peripheral goals of every inspector,” he said. Robertson summed up why deck inspections
are so critical. “No one wants to build an unsafe deck and that’s what it’s all about.” And as deck collapses
continue to make headlines, the focus on safety and the quality of deck construction is bound to be strengthened.
Re-printed courtesy of Professional Deck Builder Magazine. Published bi-monthly,
Professional Deck Builder Magazine strives to educate and inform professional deck, dock, and
railing builders; to provide a venue for manufacturers and suppliers to reach their buyers; and
to contribute to the growth and professionalism of the industry.
For your free* subscription call 678-344-6283.
(*Free to qualified subscribers in the United States and Canada.)
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Here is a good article from BBB.

8 Ways To Respond To
Bad Reviews Like A Champ!
When you have angry customers, you don’t run and hide. You face them head on, with courage and gusto! A
negative review isn’t a problem to dismiss but an opportunity to fight to regain your customer’s trust and show
your humility and humanity. After all, you are a business with integrity. It’s what you do.
A bad review isn’t bad for business unless you ignore it. And you don’t, because you carefully monitor everything that’s being said about your business online and are ready to respond at any moment. Your reputation
matters, and you do whatever it takes to protect it.
Here’s how you do it. (Don’t forget to check out the infographic link below on how to track your customer reviews.)
1. Don’t panic.
Getting a bad review isn’t the end of the world. In fact, having one or two mixed in with several positive
reviews is a good thing. It gives your positive reviews more credibility and reveals possible issues within your
business that need your attention. It’s also an opportunity to publicly show that you are a business that genuinely
cares about the needs and concerns of your customers.
2. Don’t respond emotionally.
It’s natural to be upset when someone complains about you, especially when it’s unfounded. But, if you really
want to salvage your customer relationship and show others what you’re made of, you must keep your emotions
in check. Being respectful and sincere will go a lot farther in restoring trust than being defensive and hostile.
3. “I’m sorry.”
Saying “I’m sorry” has the power to defuse the situation, allowing for open and honest communication. In one
study, 35% of respondents said that a simple apology would have prevented them from doing business in the
future with the competition (Guide To Building Your Business With Trust, BBB).
4. Take it offline.
Responding publicly is a good way to show that you care about your customers. But, in some cases (when the
customer wants to argue back and forth), it’s best to take the conversation away from the public arena. Invite
your customer to continue the discussion through email or by phone.
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5. Don’t make excuses.
Own your mistakes and find a way to make things right. “Even if you’re not at fault, 95% of complaining customers will do business with you again. If you do nothing or fail to repair the relationship, the average wronged
customer will tell 8 to 16 people about it” (Guide To Building Your Business With Trust).
6. Educate your customers.
Correct inaccuracies. Sometimes your customers don’t have all the information. “Businesses who aren’t thorough in educating and informing their customers are open targets to customer complaints. It’s important to teach
and show them why your prices are higher than competitors, why certain features aren’t included, and why your
products surpass your competitor’s in quality and value. Take the ‘we think our prices are fair and here’s why’
approach.”
7. Respond to positive reviews.
Your happy customers need your attention too. Showing gratitude and appreciation when people take time out
of their busy day to leave you a positive review goes a long way. These customers are your brand advocates.
Take good care of them, and they’ll keep rewarding you with praise and referrals!
8. Ask for positive reviews!
This many not have anything to do with responding to reviews, but it is still very important. It doesn’t help your
reputation if you only have negative reviews attached to your name. The best way to get positive reviews is to
ask for them. Start with your happy customers. At the point of sale, thank them for their business and ask them
to post a positive review for you. If you make the process easy and straightforward, they’ll be more likely to
follow through with your request. For more details on how to ask for positive reviews, read, “Get More Customers With Consumer Reviews.”
LAST BUT NOT LEAST...
Don’t leave just yet! Check out the link to the infographic below. It has some interesting stats AND great recommendations for tools to help you track your online reviews.
Below is a link to this article along with “Infographic” that is presented with it.
Try it! Click on it!
http://www.streampage.com/page/5f0e2f43eac14e850a9bd539d1cfd4ce/0/0/3940172/2131
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This article is from the InterNACHI website. I have permission to use their articles in
publications; email newsletter, my web site and here.

Crawlspace Hazards and Inspection
Crawlspaces are host to a large number of conditions that
may harm the house or inspectors. Never enter a crawlspace without proper personal protective equipment.
Crawlspaces are notorious for the nasty discoveries made
there by inspectors, and it isn’t hard to figure out why; for
one thing, their cool, dark environment attracts undesirable
pests and can promote dangerous conditions. And since
crawlspaces are mostly unmonitored, hazards can breed
there unchecked for long periods of time.
The following are some of the more common dangers discovered in crawlspaces:
• m
 old and fungus. Just like pests, mold and fungus can grow rapidly in crawlspaces. They are both
a health concern as well as a cause of wood decay, which can require a costly repair. Airborne mold
spores can potentially enter the living space from the crawlspace. Molds produce allergens (substances
that can cause allergic reactions), irritants and, in some cases, potentially toxic substances called
mycotoxins. Inhaling or touching mold or mold spores may cause allergic reactions in sensitive individuals. Allergic responses include hay fever-type symptoms, such as sneezing, runny nose, red eyes,
and skin rash (dermatitis). Homes infected with molds and fungus are also much more difficult to sell,
often requiring costly remediation prior to closing the deal.
• pests. Dirt crawlspaces provide the environment that is enjoyed by ants, termites, and various other
pests. Termites cannot survive long outside of their mud tubes, which you may see on foundation
walls and piers. Carpenter ants should be plainly obvious as well, and both of these pests can cause
structural damage. Also bear in mind that where there are pests, there may also be pesticides, perhaps
improperly applied, which is one reason why you should not enter crawlspaces without personal protective equipment. Snakes, spiders, bees and scorpions may also be lingering in the crawlspace, and
while they pose little structural danger to the house, they certainly can harm you! Rapid retreat there
can be difficult, so be cognizant of escape paths.
• hantavirus. Crawlspaces are perhaps the most likely sites in houses where hantavirus may be found.
This is partly due to the fact that rodents that carry the pathogen are attracted to areas that are undisturbed by humans. Also, crawlspaces are generally dark places that lack ultraviolet (UV) radiation,
which can rapidly inactivate the virus. Exposure to hantavirus may lead to Hantavirus Cardiopulmonary Syndrome (HCS), characterized by headaches, fever, difficulty breathing and, often, death. There
is no known cure, vaccine or treatment that specifically targets HCS. However, if the symptoms are
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recognized early, patients may benefit from oxygen therapy.
• asbestos insulation. Do not disturb asbestos! The microscopic fibers that cause illness become airborne when the insulation is handled or disturbed, and if it appears to be in good shape, it might not be
a problem at all. Prolonged exposure to asbestos insulation can cause mesothelioma, which is a cancer
of the lining of the chest and the abdominal cavity, as well as asbestosis, in which the lungs become
scarred with fibrous tissue.
• standing water or sewage. Dirt crawlspaces are susceptible to water seepage, which can create a
host of problems, such as microbial growth, odors, damage to stored belongings, and risk of electrical
shock.
• structural collapse. If the home itself is unstable, it might be dangerous to enter its crawlspace. It is
easy to become pinned, trapped or even crushed by unstable crawlspaces. Make sure someone knows
that you are inspecting the crawlspace before you enter it.
• improper wiring. Watch for loose wiring, open junction boxes, or wiring that has become loose and
fallen to the floor.
• source of energy waste. Traditionally, crawlspaces have been vented to prevent problems with
moisture, and most building codes require vents to aid in removing moisture from the crawlspace.
However, many building professionals now recognize that ventilated crawlspaces allow a great deal of
heat loss in the winter and moisture intrusion in the summer from moist air.
In summary, inspectors should expect to encounter a number of dangerous conditions in crawlspaces, so they
should take proper precautions before entering them.
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CT Water Quality Information
Commissioner Pino: Vigilant Monitoring of CT Public Water Systems a High Priority for DPH
99% of state’s 2,500 Public Water Systems compliant with lead standards
As controversy continues to swirl around the water crisis in Flint, MI, where that city’s public water supply
has been contaminated with toxic levels of lead, the Connecticut Department of Public Health (DPH) today
announced that 99% of the state’s approximately 2,500 Public Water Systems (PWS) are in compliance with
federal lead standards for drinking water. DPH’s Drinking Water Section (DWS) oversees the administration
of state and federal drinking water regulations for those systems, which provide water to roughly 2.9 million
Connecticut residents and visitors on a daily basis.
“Safe drinking water is crucial for the health of Connecticut’s residents, and the Department of Public Health
takes very seriously our responsibility for protecting this valuable resource,” said Dr. Raul Pino, Commissioner
of the Department of Public Health. “DPH vigorously enforces state and federal drinking water standards and
takes appropriate action, when necessary, to ensure the quality and adequacy of the state’s public drinking water
sources.”
In Connecticut, there are 1,058 PWSs required to comply with the federal Safe Drinking Water Act and its Lead
and Copper Rule (LCR), which requires testing to minimize lead and copper levels in drinking water. There
are currently 14 PWSs, serving approximately 2,000 CT residents, which are not in compliance with the lead
requirement. DPH is working with the PWSs to help bring them back into compliance as soon as possible and
to ensure that residents served by those systems are fully informed so they can take all necessary precautions
to avoid the contaminated water. A full report of all PWSs out of compliance with the lead requirements can be
found on the DPH DWS website: www.ct.gov/dph/publicdrinkingwater under “Featured Links.”
[Editor’s Note: A complete list of the systems currently out of compliance can be found at the
bottom of this press release]
“We have verified that each of the systems currently out of compliance with the lead action level has notified
residents of the exceedance and the steps needed to avoid the contaminated water until the system has remediated the issue and further testing confirms lead levels have decreased below the federal standard,” said Lori
Matthieu, Chief of the DPH’s Drinking Water Section.
“DPH monitors for incidences of elevated blood lead levels in children statewide and will follow all necessary
steps to ensure the safety of children, should we receive reports of elevated levels,” said Suzanne Blancaflor,
Chief of DPH’s Environmental Health Section.
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DWS oversees PWSs for water quality monitoring and reporting, approval of treatment plans, infrastructure
upgrades, new water sources, completion of sanitary surveys and enforcement of Federal and State drinking
water mandates. Each year, DWS:
• Conducts approximately 600 PWS engineering inspections;
• Reviews approximately 400 treatment and permit applications;
• Receives over 500,000 PWS water quality results;
• Issues roughly 44 formal enforcement actions, and 1,750 informal actions;
• L
 oans $20 million to PWSs through the state’s Drinking Water State Revolving Fund Program
(DWSRF) for infrastructure upgrades and improvements;
• P
 rotects the state’s over 4,000 high quality sources of public drinking water through review of the sale
and use of land owned by public water systems; public water systems collectively own over 100,000
acres that protect public drinking water sources.

Consumers with questions about their drinking water should contact their PWS with questions, or consult the
annual water quality report, known as a consumer confidence report (CCR), which is required to be distributed
annually before July 1st by each PWS.
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Reservoir Data
The Drinking Water Section monitors reservoir levels submitted by the 34 public water systems that utilize
surface water supplies. Current reservoir capacity levels are compared to historical records, noting any trends
that may be indicative of approaching drought conditions. This information is collected monthly and detailed
data can be viewed below.
The current statewide capacity is at 101.5% of normal.
Water resources are generally ample in Connecticut. Prolonged droughts are infrequent; however, considerable
weather changes can occur over short periods of time. During periods of low precipitation you should follow
recommendations from your public water supplier for appropriate levels of water use. Always use water wisely
to help: Save Water, Save Money, and Save Energy.

Resources
CT Water Status -

Connecticut’s interagency drought work group

Water Conservation -

a collection of drinking water conservation resources

Reservoir Data
Current Statewide Reservoir Capacity Chart
Monthly Reservoir Status Summary
Reservoir Data Reporting Form
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David Hetzel

David Sherwood 		

Inspector

Richard Kobylenski

Eric Curtis 			

Public Member

Scott Monforte

James J. O’Neill 		

Public Member

Joseph Pelliccio

Daniel Scott 			

Public Member

Treasurer 	 Dan Kristiansen
203-257-0912
Secretary	

Dean Aliberti
202-414-8336

Director 	 William Kievit
860-919-4960
Director	

Kevin Morey
203-375-5997

Director	 Woody Dawson
203-272-7400
Director 	 Al Dingfelder
203-376-8452

CT Home Inspection
Licensing Board

Pete Petrino
Dwight Uffer
They have served as our
primary leaders and in
other capacities since 1992.
Please thank them for
their service when you
have a chance.

The Licensing Board meetings
are held at 9:30 am
Dept of Consumer Protection
165 Capitol Avenue. Hartford
The public is always welcome.
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